**ABSTRACT**

Traditional input factors such as land, equipment, real estate, and other tangible resources are often used to create income. Thus, in secured financing, tangibles are readily accepted by financing institutions based on their materiality and hence practicability and certainty. Today, the world has noticed a shift to the knowledge economy where the creation of wealth is based on intangible assets such as information, creativity, and intellectual property (IP). Intangibles have developed to become an asset class. Meanwhile, IP is a creation of the mind with traditional financial tools such as assignment. The effective management of knowledge assets like IP rights, for instance, enables the delivery of financial and economic benefits.\(^1\) With the cash flow associated with, for example licensing and assignment, the rights flowing from copyright as an IP category could be traded and commercialised. This paper critically examines the use of IP rights deriving from copyright as an asset-backed security in Africa. Taking South Africa and the OHADA States\(^2\) as case studies, it discusses the feasibility, under law, of securitising copyright assets to enable right holders’ access to credit, even before start-up. The paper concludes with recommendations for proper financing of the creative industries, which are determinant factors of the African knowledge economy.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

In today’s knowledge economy, information products play an essential role in the economic growth of developing countries. Examples are numerous: films, musical works, computer programs, etc. Copyright regulates authorship and the rights associated with products qualifying as creative works. Copyright is a category of intellectual property (IP). Other categories refer to industrial property and include patents, trademarks, trade secrets, industrial designs, etc. IP falls within the concept of property as used in Section 25 of the South African Constitution.\(^3\) Often, tangible (corporeal) property (things) is encountered as objects of security agreements. Things can be movable or immovable. Human senses easily apprehend this kind of property. Property is, therefore, a thing, easily perceptible. These attributes reinforce its appropriateness as security. The opposite stands true. The fact that a certain property is not tangible can restrict its suitability as an object for security purposes. Wille et al.\(^4\) describes such property as ‘an abstract conception with an intrinsic pecuniary value’\(^5\).

The lack of financial means has been a major obstacle for owners of intangible property in creative industries in developing countries. Generally, funds scarcity for the creation of works of authorship prevents economic uplifting. Because adequate financing enables the successful commercialisation of creative ideas, copyright owners have been led to use their rights as security for bank lending. South African courts, in the case of Louis Pasteur v. Bonitas Medical,\(^5\) have qualified ‘good
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\(^3\) 1996 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.


\(^5\) [2018] ZASCA 82.
security’ as easily realisable assets such as debtors’ property or investments. Meanwhile, several authors describe the cession of share’s personal rights/guarantees as less good security.

In OHADA, copyright backed collateral as a form of financing is not common as a majority of the corporations are not willing to invest in an industry that has just started growing.6 Also, as is the case in many other countries, using IP to gain access to credit is eagerly accepted when main patents or brands are involved.7 OHADA financing institutions are afraid of losing their money due to uncertainty, adverse selection, or moral hazard surrounding those rights in the region. Generally, financial institutions hesitate to lend money to copyright owners. The re-deploy ability of copyright and related challenges in the advent of default and the borrower’s reputation may explain the fears of the financial institutions.8

The Supreme Court of South Africa has rectified this derogatory approach in, Laugh It Off Promotions CC v South African Breweries International (Finance) BV t/a Sabmark International and Another.9 The Court, in this case, reiterated that:

The fact that property is intangible does not make it of a lower order. Our law has always recognised incorporeal as a class of things in spite theoretical objections thereto.

The local market of OHADA nations grasps remarkable trade businesses, individuals and companies making a living in the creative sector. This sector includes a range of activities from fashion design, cultural theatres, music, performing and visual arts, the movie industry, traditional architecture, the craft industry, etc.10 With the rise of technological advancement, modernisation, and global awareness, the OHADA creative sector has witnessed an explosive expansion to ICT related businesses, including electronic commerce, software and computer services, video games production, etc.11

Most of these creative industries in OHADA’s emerging creative sector are constantly exploring strategies to encourage their rise and economic readiness. Creations of the mind, such as inventions, literary and artistic works, designs, symbols, names, and images, used in commerce, are regulated by copyright.12 Copyright is generated through creative activity. Through copyright, the owner can secure economic benefits in the marketplace.13 Copyright as an incentive tool rewards authors with exclusive remuneration rights as a counterpart for their creativity and investment.14 Like all property, the owner can lease it, license it, give it away or sell it.15

Local entrepreneurs in OHADA Central African countries, for example, are restricted in terms of access to funding. For small and medium creative industries operating in these various creative sectors, access to credit is necessary for start-up or survival. Financing becomes an accelerator for economic empowerment in these developing economies. It equips SMEs with funding, therefore boosting economic growth.
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7 Ibid.
To achieve economic development in the creative sector, African film producers, for example, need access to financing. The only backed-up tool at hand is the copyright work which could include the cinematograph film embedded on a disc, fashion design, or film production. It becomes important to question to what extent copyright owners realise the market value of their works through their exploitation as a financing instrument. And especially the response of the OHADA banking legal system to the issuance of loans to copyright owners with creative work as collateral.

In the face of negative apprehensions of intangible property, it could seem that they are legally inappropriate for security purposes.

This article sheds light on the securitisation of copyright as assets for financing business operations. The paper firstly concentrates on the acceptability of security over intangible assets, specifically in the case of the rights flowing from copyright. The legal regulating theories relating to incorporeal, and property are highlighted in the South African Roman-Dutch perspective and the OHADA Napoleonic Civil Code approach. The paper further underlines to what extent the legal traditions of these countries have affected their legal capacity to grant securities over intangibles. The paper analyses issues arising in the course of adopting IP assets as security. Discussions follow on subsequent legal changes adopted in South Africa and OHADA and aiming recognition and accommodation of copyrights as collateral in the lending market. The paper concludes with an address to the need for appropriate security objects to overcome the small economic growth noticed in those sub-African regions.

2. COPYRIGHT AS PROPERTY

With the growing integration of IP as a valuable asset in the industry sector, IP has become a driver of global development. Today, intellectual capital is often the key objective in mergers and acquisitions. A proper understanding of the role of IP in a corporation and its subsequent valuation is the cornerstone of the rightful exploitation of intellectual assets.

Property is a wide concept, including rights and things. Generally, one can divide things into two categories: immovable and movable. Land and every right or interest in land or minerals qualify as corporeal immovable property, while rights constitute incorporeal movable property. In South Africa, the right to property is constitutionally protected and is not limited to land. The right to property extends to intangible assets: IP, state debts, licenses and permits, and commercial interests, for example. In the instance where such intangible assets have interests vested in, the creation of state monopolies will affect their management. An IP asset is classified as movable property. South African law provides for the transfer of copyright as movable property by assignment, testamentary disposition or operation of law. Although qualified as movable property, IP rights are not tangible. Henceforth, an IP right is an incorporeal movable property. The courts have affirmed that an intangible asset, despite its immaterial nature and incorporeal aspect, falls within the meaning of property and movable property and can constitute the subject matter of security.

17 [1936] 2 Insolvency Act 1936.
18 Constitution (n 3), s. 25.
21 Insolvency Act 1936, s. 2.
22 Copyright Act of 1978.
23 Bank of Lisbon and South Africa Ltd v Master of the Supreme Court [1986] ZASCA 121.
A. INTANGIBLE MOVABLE PROPERTY AND SECURITY

Sloamowitz A. J. in Video Parktown North (Pty) Ltd v Century Associates and others25 purposely qualified copyright as species of ownership. Copyright comprehends a set of exclusive transferrable rights to the copyright owner. Copyright over a piece of work is tied with a plethora of economic and moral rights:

- Economic rights: the right to exploit the work in material form26 and the right to publicly communicate the work in the non-material form.27
- Moral rights: the right to claim authorship of the work, the right to object to any distortion, mutilation, or derogatory action in relation to the work.28

In OHADA, the author of the work enjoys the exclusive right to exploit his work in any form whatsoever and obtain monetary advantage therefrom.29

In BDSA v Groupe Walf30 the local court affirmed the exclusive right of the copyright owner to exploit the work and perceive the fruits of its exploitation.31

Transfer of IP rights to a financial institution as security for a credit facility is a form of exploitation of personal rights in it. Even though an incorporeal property cannot be transferred physically, some personal rights flowing from the IP rights can be transferred. The rights flowing from copyright as an IP category operate as a monopoly granted to creators over their intellectual creations. In practice, it is a combination of incorporeal rights entitled the copyright owner to exclusive entitlements. The bundle of rights in copyright could apply to literary works such as books or computer programs. They could equally apply to artistic works. Examples are music, paintings, films, and sculptures. The moral rights flowing from copyright relate to the personality of the author. Whereas the economic rights enable the lawful owner to extract financial benefits each time the work is used by third parties.

Copyright holders such as artists, filmmakers, writers, or musicians, like other individuals in the marketplace, have a need to provide security for credit facilities made available to them. The same also occurs for a loan or overdraft facility. However, a credit provider requires security from a debtor before it is prepared to grant a credit facility. The amount of capital that a creditor is willing to advance to a business depends on the reliability of the business and the value of the assets given as security.32 The question, therefore, arises to what extent IP rights in copyright can be utilised as valid security for a credit facility.

B. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

According to Brits,33 real security law can be defined as the use of institutions of property law, such as rights acquired in or burdens imposed on proprietary objects/things, to help ensure the fulfilment of personal obligations.

26 National Soccer League t/a Premier Soccer League v Gidani (Pty) Ltd [2014] 2 All SA 461 (GI).
27 Moneyweb (Pty) Ltd v Media 24 Ltd and another [2016] 3 All SA 193 (GI).
28 Intellectual Property Handbook: Policy, Law and Use (2nd ed, WIPO Publication, 2004) 46; See also Nel and another v Ladismith Co-Operative Wine Makers and Distillers Limited [2000] 3 All SA 367 (C) where the court emphasised that the ownership of any copyright conferred by s 3 or 4 of the Copyright Act on any work shall vest in the author or, in the case of a work of joint authorship, in the co-authors of the work. In this case related to the adaptation of an artistic work, the court mentioned that the substantial features of the original label remain recognisable in the disputed version. That version was accordingly found to be an adaptation of the original, and therefore enjoyed copyright protection.
29 Bangui Agreement on the Creation of an African Intellectual Property Organisation 1999, Article 9(1), Annex VII.
31 Article 33 of Loi relative à la Protection du Droit d’Auteur No. 73-52 du 25 Janvier 2008 Republic of Senegal: « L’auteur jouit du droit exclusif d’exploiter son oeuvre sous quelque forme que ce soit et d’en tirer un profit pécuniaire ».
The banking sector has come to recognise intangibles as a type of assets over which one can establish real security rights. The copyright owner with the bundles of rights in his patrimony can also use it as an object of security in the same way as a movable asset or a piece of land.

**Classification of Copyright as Property**

a) **Classification of Copyright as Property in South African and OHADA Contexts**

In South Africa, there is no express statutory provision concerning the creation of a right of real security for copyright. Therefore, the need to determine the nature of IP prior to identification of the mean by which they could be offered as real security (mortgage, bond, hypothecation, etc.). It has been noted that, in the absence of legislation on the securitisation of IP, classification type determines the type of real security.

Property rights include all kinds of property, i.e., immoveable, movable, immaterial, and incorporeal property. It is trite law in South Africa that securitisation of movable corporeal property can be attained through a pledge or by registering a notarial bond over the asset.

Incorporeal moveable property may be securitised by means of a security cession, otherwise called cession in securitatum debiti. Real security provides the creditor with a limited real right in the property of the debtor as security for the repayment of the principal debt. Real securities are of two types: legal securities and securities by agreement. For the purpose of this paper, we will only consider security by agreement. They are of three types: Pledge, mortgage, and cession in securitatum debiti. Those are real securities born out of an agreement between the debtor and the creditor. Their definition is of essence to this study.

Pledge is a right over the movable or incorporeal property of another which serves to secure an obligation. The debtor provides his assets to the creditor in pledge until full payment of the debt. In the restrictive sense, a mortgage refers to the real security right over an immovable property for which a mortgage bond is registered in the Deeds Office. Cession in securitatum debiti is real security related to incorporeal property whereby the debtor pledges his creditor’s rights against third parties to the creditor of the principal/extant debt.

OHADA countries, in their capacities of former French colonies, have adopted the classification of property under the French Civil Code. In line with Article 516 of the Code, there are two kinds of property: movables and immovables. Immovables refer to property immovable either by their nature (example of lands) or by destination (example of animals attached to farming). The traditional definition of property under the French Civil Code did not accommodate intangibles as a category. It was the subsequent analysis of the Doctrine that came to establish financial intangibles such as shares and industrial intangibles such as IP. Prior to the reform in 2011, OHADA security law did not specifically accommodate the particularities of IP. IP securitisation was only acknowledged as an element comprising the fonds de commerce. Article 53 of the former law referred to the OHADA regional IP law – The Bangui Agreement of the African Organisation of Intellectual Property – for the
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legal regime applicable to the pledge of IP rights. The latter was indisputably silent on the matter.\textsuperscript{45}

However, on 15 December 2010, to palliate the restrictions noticed at the regional level and related to the securitisation of intangibles, OHADA Member States revised the regional security law to beautify local jurisdictions into a more attractive business environment, especially in the context of secured transactions.\textsuperscript{46} The OHADA Revised Act (The new law) offers more security options to borrowers and financing institutions, especially in the field of IP, including the assignment of receivables by way of security, cash collateral, and the pledge of IP rights. In OHADA, IP rights such as trademarks, trade names, and designs can be pledged. The term pledge, such as used in the OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, refers to the allocation by the settlor of any part of his IP rights as security for a debt.\textsuperscript{47} OHADA lawmaker has nevertheless subjected the pledge of IP rights to new perfection formalities. The pledged IP right must be registered in one of the special registries in order to perfect the pledge.\textsuperscript{48} It is worth noting that besides the pledge, IP rights can still be included in a pledge of fonds de commerce.

This reform certainly enables the use of copyright to bolster creative industries’ financing efforts in OHADA. Lenders have been clothed with the capacity to protect themselves by requiring copyright as collateral that the financial institution can use in case the borrower defaults.

Analysing copyright securitisation implies a necessary understanding of the dual nature of copyright as property under real security law and right under commercial law.

\textit{b) Theoretical Foundations of Copyright Recognition as Real Security}

An understanding of copyright as a legal entity and right presupposes a review of the philosophical bases for the protection of private property. The mentioned theories are well rooted in intellectual property.

Firstly, the Natural Rights perspective:

Natural law grants property rights to everyone over the work of his hands.\textsuperscript{49} The fact that labour is the unquestionable property of the labourer. Such works could be creations, books, music, paintings and sculptures, films, or technology-based works (such as computer programs and electronic databases). Those works are the fruit of the copyright owner’s sweat of the brow.\textsuperscript{50} Works are fruits, providing copyright over the work to the copyright owner, as to a labourer.\textsuperscript{51} Hettinger\textsuperscript{52} notes that:

\begin{quote}
The author’s natural property right gives him the right to use his work. Transfer of copyright is one component of the right to use the property right in the thing produced by the author.
\end{quote}

Secondly, the utilitarian/economic incentive perspective: Utilitarian theorists promote the rewards of copyright authors with enforceable rights. The South African Copyright Act of 1978 thereof provides that the owner has exclusive rights to do or to authorise the acts of:

- Reproducing the work in any manner or form;
- Performing the work in public;
- Broadcasting the work;

\textsuperscript{47} The OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, 2011 (Rev.), Article 156, defines Pledge of IP as: an agreement whereby the settlor allocates as security for a debt all or any part of his existing or future IP rights such as letters, patent, trademark and trade name, design and registered pattern.
\textsuperscript{48} The OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, 2011 (Rev.), Article 160.
\textsuperscript{49} Locke J, Two Treatises of Government (Awnsham Churchill, 1689); Merges RP, (n 39).
\textsuperscript{50} Walter v Lane [1900] AC 539.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.
No one has the right to perform those acts without his or her prior consent or license. Only the owner has the exclusive rights to do or to authorise. Otherwise, unauthorised acts shall amount to an infringement. Copyright is, therefore, a right serving the purpose of stimulating artistic creativity for the general public good. The economic perspective theory values copyright as a commercial right. Copyright, in this vein, protects commercially valuable products of the human intellect.

From these two theories flow the legal and commercial aspects of copyright as real security.

C. DUAL NATURE OF COPYRIGHT SECURITISATION IN SOUTH AFRICA AND OHADA: DOCTRINAL APPROACHES RELATED TO THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF PLEDGE WITH DISPOSSESSION AND IMMATERIAL PROPERTY

Generally, real security involves an overlap between the law of property and the law of obligations. Copyright as real security comes into operation through a consensual transaction, i.e., the copyright owner using his/her rights over a work to secure a loan facility from a financial institution. The loan is served in line with the terms of the credit agreement. The use of copyright as security for a loan prompts the IP owner to repay the loan in terms of the loan agreement.

a) The South African Perspective and Traditional Roman-Dutch Law

Creating legal security over copyright involves legal and commercial aspects.

Firstly, it is trite law that IP is an intangible property that lacks a physical existence. In line with the traditional Roman-Dutch school of thought, private property is an incorporeal thing. Roman-Dutch law regards actions real and personal as incorporeal things. As such, personal actions could be dealt with in the same way as corporeal things; they could be sold, mortgaged and pledged. However, because they are intangible, it is not possible to possess an incorporeal thing and, therefore, to transfer ownership by means of delivery. This is supported by Boshoff J. in Oertel NO v Brink, who specifically underlined that:

In the traditional Roman perspective, there can only be delivery by means of quasi-delivery, otherwise called cession. Delivery is by way of a cession of the right, and the cession which the cessionary has is a quasi-possession.

The contemporary approach to the transfer of incorporeal has nevertheless witnessed a shift from the traditional position. Transfer of immaterial encompasses personal rights. A personal right is a property and can be transferred from the estate of the copyright owner to the estate of a financial institution. Consideration is given here to the legal relationship between a legal subject and the object of the right, for example, the copyright owner and his/her works of creativity. Copyright under the contemporary approach can be transferred from one estate to another. This transfer is regulated by the Copyright Act dealing with intellectual creations.

54 The Copyright Act of 1978, s. 23.
55 The US Copyright Act of 1909, Article 1, s. 8, Clause 8.
57 Brits R (n 33) 3.
59 Lubbe G (n 37) 409-420.
60 Oertel NO v Brink [1972] (3) SA 669 (W) 674D.
The South African Copyright Act, 1978 (Copyright Act) organises the transfer of copyright in section 22 of the Copyright Act. In line with these dispositions, copyright is transferable by assignment. Karijiker notes that:

The equivalent South African concept to an assignment under English law is the cession [...] thus, the concept of the assignment of copyright appears to have been simply transposed into South African law.

This transposition is nevertheless with a different meaning. Cession under English law is limited to rights, while assignment under South African law involves both rights and obligations. Copyright as a legal right relates exclusively to the law of property. In this context, it can be transferred in South Africa, as underlined above, via a cession, which regulates the transfer of assets in the context of property law. The object of the copyright being intangible, a bundle of rights related to copyright is incorporeal by nature. Van der Merwe and De Waal underline the difficulty to recognise incorporeal as property from a doctrine perspective. Nevertheless, South African Courts recognise a personal right (example of copyright) is incorporeal. In addition, copyright is classified as a movable property under the Copyright Act. As moveable incorporeal property, in which way can real security rights be created over copyright? Once the copyright work is created and the exclusive right granted to the author subsists in work, those rights, statutory provided, constitute property. The author of the work has real rights over those legal objects in spite of the fact that those are incorporeal rights.

In the absence of a statutory provision on security over IP, except the hypothecation of registered IP rights (for example a trademark, where the deed of security is duly endorsed in the trademarks register), Courts in South Africa have resorted to legal mechanisms to obtain rights of real security over copyright. South African Courts and scholars have admitted that incorporeal movable property may be pledged by means of a security cession. This seems to be an acceptable solution after years of debates and philosophical arguments.

In Louis Pasteur Hospital Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Bonitas Medical Fund, the Supreme Court of Appeal recalled the legal principles regulating the cession of rights in South Africa:

Since the object of a personal right is as yet unrealised performance due by another, delivery by the cedent or possession by the cessionary is not, in a physical sense, possible. A transfer is accordingly achieved not by reference to the object of the right (the performance) or the concurrence of the debtor who is to render it, but by the interactive meeting of minds of the transferor and the transferee. By their mere agreement, the transfer is affected, irrespective of the prior knowledge or consent or the subsequent notification of the debtor.

A fortiori, this appears as a legal incompatibility of terms. Firstly, a pledge is a security over corporeal movable property, while copyright is movable incorporeal.

62 Karijiker S (n 35).
63 Id.
64 Consolidated Finance Co Ltd v Reuvid [1912] TPD 1019-1024.
65 Karijiker S (n 35).
66 The Copyright Act of 1978, s. 22(5).
67 Karijiker S (n 35).
68 See section 41(3) of the Trade Marks Act 1993.
69 There has been a remarkable transformative approach in the recognition of “cession of rights” in South Africa. In 1965, the older approach to the nature of cession was admitted in Gunman v Latib 1965 (4) SA 715 (A) 722A. For the first time, the transfer of personal rights was considered by South African courts in the case Trust Bank of Africa Ltd v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd 1968 (3) SA 166 (A) 172H. The problems flowing from this approach were underlined by Van den Heever JA in the judgment in First National Bank of SA Ltd v Lynn 1996 (2) SA 339 (A) 350A.
70 Louis Pasteur Hospital Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Bonitas Medical Fund [2018] ZASC 82 (31 May 2018).
Secondly, a pledge presumes dispossession of corporeal movable property; meanwhile, the incorporeal nature of copyright precludes dispossession. Courts have nevertheless recognised the pledge of incorporeal characterising security cessions.

Considering copyright as a personal right refers to patrimonial rights regulated by the law of obligations. Courts in South Africa emphasise that the only way in which personal rights can be employed as security is by means of an outright cession coupled with a fiduciary agreement. This type of cession will be analysed in the section discussing the practicability of using copyright as collateral in the lending market in South Africa.

b) The Practicability of Using Copyright as Collateral in the Lending Market in South Africa

South Africa considers rights as an asset in a person’s estate, which can be transferred at will. Securitisation has become a common form of credit security, ensuring access to credit in the country. Security cession is one of the tools of securitisation which allows one to monetise copyright assets. The author of a work can agree with a bank for the cession of his/her copyright for the purpose of backing a loan request.

Any right entitlement in copyright vested in the copyright owner can be construed as such. Copyright security cession occurs with the copyright owner transferring his bundle of rights (or part of it) to the cessionary to back up his loan. This position is voiced by South African academic authors such as Du Bois in Wille’s Principles of South African Law. Pledges have been specifically tailored for movable corporeal property, while copyright is movable incorporeal property in the nature of a bundle of personal rights. In other words, it is not the copyright itself that serves as security, but the personal rights as represented in the bundle of rights. The cedent/copyright owner is deprived of his rights, which subsequently vest solely in the assignee. A deed of cession is the sole document evidencing the transfer of the copyright owner’s personal rights to the financial institution offering the credit facility.

c) Distinguishing between Assignment and Cession

In the case of cession, there is a transfer of a personal incorporeal emanating from an obligation by means of a real agreement made between the cedent and cessionary and arising out of a justa causa. The cessionary can cede his right to someone else if they choose to do so. Under the regime of cession, for any right that the cedent has ceded to the cessionary, the latter will become the owner of the right. The cedent would no longer have any claim to that right.

On the contrary, under the law of insolvency, an assignment amounts to a transfer of right and not a proper form of real security. The bundles of rights (or a part of it) pass to the assignee, but not the ownership. If the assignee becomes insolvent, the copyright forms part of the assignee’s estate. In terms of s. 1(1) of the Security by Means of Movable Property Act 53, the registration of a non-possessory pledge over movable property requires the asset to be ‘specially described and enumerated’, and the possibility of obtaining actual possession of the property serving as the object of security. The strict peculiarity under the Act limits – the integration of open-end assets such as personal rights as security objects.
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71 Trust Bank of Africa Ltd v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd. [1968] (3) SA 166 (A) 172H.
72 MV Snow Delta: Serva Ship Ltd v Discount Tonnage Ltd. [2000].
73 The Copyright Act of 1978, s. 22.
74 Preformed Line Products v Hardware Assemblies 203 Kumleben J 202 JOC (N).
76 Contractually created security rights are only recognized as limited real rights under South African Insolvency law. The secured creditor does not acquire the use and enjoyment of the property when the debtor is in default.
77 See Durmalingom v Bruce NO 1964 (1) SA 807 (D) at 812G-813B. See also Koekemoer MM, Brits R "Lessons from UNCITRAL for Reforming the South African Legal Framework Concerning Security Rights in Movable Property" PER / PEJ 2022(25) – DOI <http://dx.doi.org/10.17159/1727-3781/2022/v25i0a10992>.
This is not the same under Copyright law where an assignment extent to the complete transfer of rights.\textsuperscript{78}

\hspace{3cm} d) Distinguishing between out-and-out Cessions and Cessions in \textit{Securitatem debiti} in South Africa

A cession deals with the transfer of an incorporeal thing (personal right or claim) by agreement. In South Africa, the law regulating real security in lending transactions is remarkable for its pragmatism. The law of financing offers several ways of securitisation of the economic interests in the copyright. In terms of real security law, security over incorporeal moveable property, South Africa operates in practice two types of cession of right: an out-and-out cession and a cession of incorporeal rights commonly identified as in \textit{securitatem debiti}.

The first type of security cession is an out-and-out cession, otherwise called outright cession. Lubbe defines outright cession as a cession effecting an alienation of rights, a complete transfer of the right to the cessionary.\textsuperscript{79} An outright security cession vests in the cessionary the right in all its aspects. The cession entitles the cessionary to do whatever he wishes to do with the rights. An illustrative example is the case of Louis Pasteur Hospital Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Bonitas Medical Fund,\textsuperscript{80} where the cedent testified that the policies which were subsequently ceded to replace the initial policies were an outright cession which resulted in ownership of the policies by the defendant and that this entitled the defendant to do whatever they wished to do with the policies.

The second type of security cession is a cession in \textit{securitatem debiti}. In this case, the cedent is not wholly divested of interest in the asset he provided as security to the cessionary.\textsuperscript{81} He retains a reversionary interest. The cessionary will re-cede the rights to the cedent upon satisfaction of the secured debt. The right related to the bundle of rights does not transfer and remains in the copyright owner’s estate.

A cession in \textit{securitatem debiti} is in effect an outright cession in which an undertaking or \textit{pactum fiduciae} that the cessionary will re-cede the right to the cedent on the satisfaction of the secured debt. This was underlined by the court in the case of \textit{Lief, NO v Dettmann}.\textsuperscript{82}

\hspace{3cm} e) OHADA: Departing from the Napoleonic Possessory Ownership

In OHADA, security laws are derived from the Napoleonic Code or the French Civil Code, inherited from the French colonial master. The Napoleonic Civil Code regulating security and property matters is based on possessory ownership, which facilitates the pledge of physical assets only,\textsuperscript{83} and therefore creates fundamental limitations regarding the securitisation of intangibles.\textsuperscript{84} French rules governing the validation of collateral in credit transactions, such as adopted under OHADA laws, did not favour the Member States’ knowledge economies. This prompted the following critique against economic elites’ thought to exert pressure over the design of legal contracting frameworks, seeking arrangements that benefit their interests.\textsuperscript{85}

The non-recognition of intangibles as property and flagrant incompatibility between the immateriality of intangibles, and the dispossession requirement under pledge as recognised security, have fuelled abundant doctrinal literature like in the South African context. In

\textsuperscript{78} See Sec. 3.1.2. in this paper.
\textsuperscript{79} Van der Merwe JG, Van Huyssteen, et.al., \textit{Contract: General Principles} (5th ed, Juta 2016).
\textsuperscript{80} [2018] ZASCA 82.
\textsuperscript{81} National Bank of South Africa Ltd v Cohen’s Trustee (1911) AD 235.
\textsuperscript{82} [1964] SA 252 (A) at 271H.
\textsuperscript{84} Code Civil Napoleon 1804, Article 2075.
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response to the Doctrinal debate, French lawmakers have alternated throughout the 20th century securities with or without dispossession in the case of intangibles. Pothier, for example, affirmed that an incorporeal could not be pledged in the absence of dispossession, which is the essence of a pledge.86

Finally, on 23 March 2006, the French law governing security interests was reformed.87 The country officially derogated from the notions of possessory asset ownership applicable since the birth of the Napoleonic Civil Code in 1804. The scope of assets capable of being collateralised has been extended as a fundamental benefit for the betterment of securities offered to credit lenders.

This reform echoed in the OHADA region a few years later. The 2011 OHADA Revised Uniform Act (Revised Act) organising securities has introduced the specific pledge of intellectual property assets in the region coupled with a double range of precautionary measures for financing institutions.

Firstly, the act of pledge must be in writing. The written agreement formalises the existence of the loan.88 It serves as evidence in case of default and redeployment. OHADA security law sanctions the inobservance of the writing exigency by the nullification of the agreement.89

Secondly, the exigency of a range of specific information. The act of pledge must specifically underline the names of the creditor, debtor, and settlor of the pledge.90 Elements permitting the determination of rights allocated as security shall be provided.91 The Revised Act equally requires the designation of elements permitting the identification of the secured debt with information related to valuation, duration, and settlement date.92

The reform in OHADA was a two-ways benefit: Firstly, IP owners had to be protected as borrowers from negative conceptions related to intangibles. Pledge over IP rights was officially organised. Secondly, new requirements for creating and perfecting securities came to protect creditors from difficulties related to the surrender of collateral in case of borrower’s default.

i) Creating and Perfecting IP Securities: Reform in OHADA: Conditions Related to the Nature of the Pledged IP in OHADA

The OHADA law reform made several exigencies in respect to the characteristics of the IP asset to be pledged. It could be assets currently in existence or assets to be acquired in the future.93 Pledged assets should be allocated for certain or ascertainable debts. Mentioned debts could be existing or future.94

ii) Pledge Registration and Realisation in OHADA

The resided security law offers more flexibility and a varied option to creditors in terms of security options. The said pledge may be conventional or judicial.95 Consequently, the law has provided a dual institutional regime both conventionally and judicially. Under the conventional pledge, three specific rights have been granted to the creditor who realises the pledge in case of default:

a. A right to pursue the pledged property96,
b. A right to liquidate the pledged property97, and
c. A right of preference over the pledged property.98

---

87 Staffel-Munck Premier bilan de la réforme des sûretés en droit français 2012 Dr. et patr. 56.
88 (unreported) 1er Civ 14 January 2010, Appeal No. 08-18-581.
89 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising Securities, Article 127.
90 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 157(1).
91 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 157(2).
92 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 157(3).
93 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 125.
94 Ibid.
95 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 156.
96 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 92(2).
97 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Articles 104 and 105.
98 The Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities, Article 226.
On the judicial pledge option, the creditor may be authorised by a court of competent jurisdiction to register the pledge on IP rights. OHADA provisions relating to sequestration of company stocks apply in this case.

### iii) Securitisation of IP Rights

Under the South African Exchange Control Regulations as amended in 2012, the concept of capital extends to any IP right, whether registered or unregistered. The Exchange Control Regulations Act moves on by extending the term ‘export’ to cession or assignment or transfer of any IP right to a person who is not resident in South Africa. Security can be obtained over immovable property by special mortgage of such property and over movable things by means of pledge or notarial bond.

Under South African law, rights can also serve as security. The South African Copyright Act regulates the assignment of copyright in section 22. It provides that copyright is transmissible as movable property by assignment. The possibility to treat the bundle of rights existing in copyright as moveable property is of utmost importance for the growth of the credit market. This legal recognition enables the copyright owner to use the exclusive rights attached to his created work to secure a loan to finance his business. Enlarging loan securities beyond tangible assets is crucial for economic development in the 21st century knowledge economy. Admitting the transfer of tangible rights gives knowledge holders the ability to partake in business and trade on equal footing with real right owners. The creator of a work desirous of developing his business can seek a loan facility from a financial institution.

If the Bangui Agreement grants exclusive rights to the authors over their creativities, the regional Intellectual Property Code of Francophone African nations will have the created work as a backup in case of default in payment.

The transfer of the literary and artistic works on the packaging of audio recording tapes is an illustrative example of the transfer of copyright. This was illustrated in the case of Frank & Hirsch (Pty) Ltd v A Roopan and Brothers (Pty) Ltd, where the manufacturer of audio recording tapes successfully transferred the get-up of the audio recording tapes, the design of the packaging for the tapes and the wording found on the wrapper used as packaging.

The author of a copyright work can cede his rights in the copyright to a financial institution as security for a loan. The transfer operates through a copyright assignment agreement. It operates as a transfer of personal rights with the substitution of contractual creditors.

In OHADA, the Revised OHADA Uniform Act organising securities does not, unfortunately, bring clarifications on the mechanisms regulating the pledge of copyright. In the OHADA region, rights relating to the field of copyright are independent national rights subject to the legislation of each of the Member States in which they have an effect. Though the pledge has been recognised by the Act, the organisation and procedure taking into account the specificities of IP rights categories have not been legislated upon by national copyright laws. To fill this vacuum, an examination of the dispositions of the regional copyright law applicable to OHADA Member States, Annex VII of the Bangui Agreement seems necessary.

If the Bangui Agreement grants exclusive rights to the authors over their creativities, the regional Intellectual Property Code of Francophone African nations will have...
failed to organise the management of copyright in the area of securitisation\textsuperscript{110}. Copyright nevertheless grants authors exclusive rights over created works. They have the right to grant authorisation or proscribe the use of those works such as communication to the public, reproduction, broadcasting, adaptation, etc. Same as in South Africa, the OHADA regional IP Code acknowledges the assignment of rights in the management of copyright exclusive rights:

Economic rights shall be assignable by transfer \textit{intra vivos}.\textsuperscript{111}

The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)\textsuperscript{112} defines an assignment as:

A transfer of a property right. Under an assignment, the owner transfers the right to authorise or prohibit certain acts covered by one, several or all rights under copyright.

The Berne Convention (1971) grants the copyright owner the right to assign his work. The owner of a copyright may freely assign any or all his rights to a third party. The copyright assignment can apply only to the acts which the owner of the copyright has the exclusive right to control.\textsuperscript{113}

As stated above, in South Africa, the transfer of copyright as security can only be done by cession.\textsuperscript{114} South African practice of assignment is a security cession which is a transfer of incorporeal rights deriving from a real agreement. In this case, the property passes to the cessionary, who loses the right to claim that right. This is not the same in the case of assignment where the copyright forms part of the assignee’s estate. Only the right passes to the lender in case of assignment.

Copyright assignment refers to the transfer of the owner’s property rights in the created work.\textsuperscript{115} The person to whom the rights are assigned becomes the new copyright owner or right holder. By assignment, the author completely divests him-/herself of one or more of their rights under the copyright so that the assignor no longer has any claim to these rights, nor can he/she perform any of the acts covered by the particular rights without the authority of the assignee.\textsuperscript{116}

The assignment, such as conveyed to a lender, grants the borrower all economic rights. All ownership interests existing in the work pass to the lender \textit{mutatis mutandis}. Nevertheless, if the assignee becomes insolvent, the copyright forms part of the assignee’s estate. A copyright assignment could be total or partial. Dean and Dyer\textsuperscript{117} emphasise that copyright as a bundle of rights is divisible. Thus, an assignment of copyright can be restricted through any of the following:\textsuperscript{118}

- in terms of the acts which the owner of the copyright has the exclusive right to control;
- in relation to the term of the copyright;
- according to a specified country or other geographical areas.

The copyright owner who owns a created literary, artistic, or scientific work is clothed with an ownership interest in that property. He may borrow money from a financing institution and use his copyright as security, subject to the principle \textit{‘nemo dat quod non habet’} implying that at the time of the Agreement, the work must be owned by the copyright owner, as one cannot give what he does not

\begin{footnotes}
\item[110] Timgou, op cit.
\item[111] Bangui Agreement of 1999, Article 34.
\item[113] The Berne Convention of 1971.
\item[114] Lief NO v Dettmann [1964] (2) SA 252 (A) 271 E-G. Where Vessels JA underlined that: ‘The only manner in which a right of action (either secured or unsecured) can be furnished as security for a debt is by way of cession.’
\item[116] David Feldman No and Emi Music Publishing SA (Pty) Limited (unreported) Case No. 06/23129.
\item[118] The Copyright Act, 1978, s. 22(2).
\end{footnotes}
have. The assignment of the copyright in the secured transaction can be prescribed for a particular period, after which the copyright owner’s proprietary interests are restored – subsequent to the repayment of the loan. In the case of David Feldman, No and Emi Music Publishing SA (Pty) Limited,119 Jajbhay, J. sitting in the High Court of South Africa, Witwatersrand local division, emphasised in his judgment that the assignor loses all his entitlements in respect of the specific rights transferred by virtue of the assignment.

An example could be the assignment of software exploitation right for the financing of the exploitation of this software. When the copyright owner applies for a loan using his copyright as backup, it is the duty of the creditor to carefully check the borrower’s right over the copyright. This should be done prior to granting the loan. The security interest in the software copyright precludes anyone else, including the previous or original copyright owner (borrower in the secured transaction), from using the creation.120 The financier as assignee is entitled to sue for infringement of the copyright. This unveils another limitation of IP securitisation. The lender might not have the knowledge of IP management, which could alter the interests and entitlements of the copyright under his control.

South Africa permits the transferability of personal rights created by obligations through a cession of rights or cession in securitatem debiti. The cession in securitatem debiti resembles pledge and that the cedent is not wholly divested of interest in the asset he provided as security to the cessionary. Notwithstanding the cession, the cedent retains what has been described as a reversionary interest.121 Transmission operates by means of the pledge without dispossession. The bundle of rights in copyright are legal entities with monetary value. They are therefore transmissible by means of cession. It is trite law in South Africa that an agreement through which the cedent consents for the transfer of his personal rights to the cessionary amounts to a cession.122 It affects the passing of personal rights from the cedent to the cessionary;123 however, the title of the right remains with the cedent. This solution enables pragmatic financing by allowing securitisation of copyright.

The cession here operates through the concurrence of the wills of the copyright owner and the financial institution.124 The copyright owner, as cedent, offers his right as security, and the financial institution/creditor as cessionary accepts to provide a loan based on the personal right(s) offered as security to back up the loan. The mutual intention to transfer is sealed in an agreement.

The requirement of delivery related to all movable property is taken into account by the transmission by mere agreement.125 This is what prompted Brits126 when he observed that ‘A security cession is legally characterised as being in the nature of a pledge, even though the object of cession is incorporeal’.

3. VALUATION

Copyright can be used for commercial lending. However, the copyright industries can only borrow up to the value of their creativities. Financing in this context requires relative probability.127

---

119 (unreported) Case No. 06/23129.
120 See Dean 1993 ELR, Case Comment South Africa – copyright: parallel importation of artistic works: ‘…Having acquired ownership of the South African copyright in the relevant works, F&H got their attorneys to write a sequence of letters to Roopan and informing them of F&H’s ownership of the South African copyright in the works in question and advising them that if they continued to trade in grey TDK tapes embodying the reproductions of the relevant works, they would infringe F&H’s copyright…’.  
121 Louis Pasteur Hospital Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Bonitas Medical Fund, [2018] ZASC 82 (31 May 2018).
122 Lubbe G (n 37) 45.
123 Lubbe G (n 37) 26-27.
125 Karijiker S (n 35).
126 Brits R (n 33) 142-182.
It is crucial for the financing institution to know the exact value of the collateral which should be sold in case of default. Copyright valuation becomes, therefore, an important prior financing transaction to enable lenders to determine the value and, therefore, the credibility of the collateral in the market.

The successful appropriation and exploitation of IP rights is a source of huge economic impact. Consequently, corporate valuation relies greatly on intellectual assets such as copyright based on IP potential in creating economic growth, enhancing productivity and profitability, and increasing enterprise value. Ellis and Jarboe\textsuperscript{(129)} purposely wrote:

> As intangibles emerge as an asset class, large investment banks and boutique private equity firms alike have begun raising and investing funds targeted at IP and other intangible assets... these firms are targeting the traditional venture capital space, looking for promising early-stage innovation and inventions.

If innovation can boost economic growth, it must nevertheless be accompanied by the securing of the associated knowledge as IP.\textsuperscript{(130)} IP cannot engineer economic development in the absence of a successful valuation.

Valuation of the collateral is important not just for the borrower in quest of collateral but also for the financial institution lending the money. Anson\textsuperscript{(131)} notes that two types of questions must be answered when valuing and envisaging the sales of IP assets: firstly, the value and ownership of IP, and secondly, the practicality of the valuation process. Knowledge of the accurate value of the copyright asset offered as collateral is crucial. The practicability of the valuation method is essential.

Nevertheless, copyright as incorporeal property poses specific problems in utilising them as security objects due to their intangibility. Copyright lacks physical substance and, as such, is difficult to value, especially in the absence of a clear situs.\textsuperscript{(132)} Examples are customer lists, databases, novels, etc. Copyright is an IP right and intangible by nature. Contrary to other tangibles (such as assets), IP assets are created by statute, protected by statute, and enforceable in terms of the statute. Unlike tangible assets, copyright does not exist in physical locations. Copyright constitutes resources controlled by individuals or companies or as a result of assignment or self-creation. From copyright, only future economic benefits are generally expected in terms of inflows of cash or assets.

This is not the case in practice with traditional forms of security such as mortgages, pledges, or notarial bonds over corporeals. Those securities over tangible property are frequently encountered and are unproblematic. Taking security over copyright gives rise to various concerns. Except in the case of copyright of a thing over the material creation of the copyright author, it could be difficult to determine the value copyright considered in this case as personal of the right. A creditor relies entirely on its security for the satisfaction of his claim\textsuperscript{(133)} and needs to be assured of its financial reliability.

Despite the above challenges, several jurisdictions have witnessed creative businesses overcoming challenges associated with access to finance buying their IP assets as collateral. The asset-backed music securitisation of Davie Bowie\textsuperscript{(134)} is an illustrative example. The artist made USD 55 million by issuing 10-year bonds out of future revenues from the 25 albums in his back catalogue.\textsuperscript{(135)}

\textsuperscript{130} WIPO Intellectual Property Handbook (WIPO 2004).
\textsuperscript{131} Anson 2008 The Licensing Journal, 8.
\textsuperscript{133} Bank of Lisbon and South Africa Ltd. v Master of the Supreme Court [1986] ZASCA 121; [1987] 1 All SA 286 (A) (30 September 1986).
\textsuperscript{134} (n 6) 9.
WIPO mentions that the practice of IP as collateral in lending transactions is a recent phenomenon in developed countries.\textsuperscript{136} It becomes important to analyse how to determine the value of copyright in secured transactions?

According to Financial analyst CONSOR in the United States, the first step in the valuation of the IP asset consists in determining the portfolio of copyright assets. In this vein, groups of intangible assets under copyright should be gathered and bundled.\textsuperscript{137} Art-related intangible assets falling under copyright in a company could include, for example, (i) literary works, (ii) musical compositions, (iii) photography, (iv) maps, and (v) engravings.\textsuperscript{138} While, IT and database intangibles would include, for example, operating systems, mailing lists, proprietary software, databases, logo drawings, manuals source code. After the determination of the portfolio of the copyright assets, the financing institution and borrower can start placing value on those assets. That is the valuation process. A financial institution providing a loan on the basis of copyright assets must necessarily access its value. Several methods can be used to determine the fair market value of the IP collateral. Valuation methodologies generally depend on the information available and the specific circumstances.\textsuperscript{139}

The cost approach values the IP according to its current or historical costs. This value could sometimes encompass the difference between the cost for the creation of the work and replacement cost or assessment of the expenses necessary to replace the IP given as collateral.\textsuperscript{140}

In view of the specificities of the African creative industries, and in a context where OHADA has been regarded by some economists as a neoliberal institution with market-oriented reform policies, this paper argues that the valuation of such assets shall be determined by the value of labour, or the costs of labour put in the production of the copyright collateral. Copyright collateral could equally be determined on the basis of the usefulness of the copyright collateral to African society.

### A. DIFFICULTIES PERTAINING TO THE SECURITIZATION OF IP RIGHTS

This section critically examines the challenges of the use of copyright as bank lending backup in secured transactions in both South Africa and OHADA countries. What are the risks related to the securitization of bundles of rights in copyright as means to raise funds?

Creditors face numerous impediments when taking security in copyright. Existing hindrances relate, among others, to conflicts between IP law and security law, valuation, risks related to the personal nature of the assets backing the security, and absence of registration which prevents securities from being perfected.

#### a) Difficulties Related to the Absence of Registration

In the OHADA region, the fact that copyright as property is not subjected to registration requirements and issuance of a certificate of registration by public authorities as part of registration mechanisms, advertising, and other formalities aiming its opposability to third parties is an important restricting factor.\textsuperscript{141} This makes it difficult for copyright to be used as collateral in loan transactions.\textsuperscript{142}

Both regional security and IP law of OHADA Member States did not figure out securitisation mechanisms applicable to copyright assets. To fill this gap, practice usually refers to the conventional system using the exclusive rights granted to the copyright owner as a loan backup.

\textsuperscript{136} Id.
\textsuperscript{137} Anson and Samala 2014 TLJ 1.
\textsuperscript{138} Anson and Samala 2014 TLJ 1.
\textsuperscript{139} Anson and Samala 2014 TLJ 2.
\textsuperscript{140} Anson and Samala 2014 TLJ 2.
\textsuperscript{141} Code de Propriété Intellectuelle Français, Article 5(1).
\textsuperscript{142} See, for example, De Visscher et Michaux Précis du droit d’auteur et des droits voisins, Bruxelles, Bruylant 55.
Since courts in Francophone African countries often refer to the position of French lawmakers to fill the gaps in national legal systems, it is important at this stage to highlight significant development in France concerning the securitisation of copyright assets.

French lawmakers have established the pledge of software exploitation rights and also the pledge of cinematographic works.

The pledge of software is a collateral agreement seeking to use software exploitation rights as a backup for a loan. The main purpose is to promote the financing of the creation of software. The rules of IP specify that in this case, the software is not transferred but the rights associated with it.

The law made the exigency of a written Act and registration at the special register of France National Institute of Intellectual Property (INPI). In case of default, the financing institution could exploit the rights. This was confirmed by France Cour de Cassation for the pledge of cinematographic works. The financing institution in this case is clothed with the legal capacity to recover the royalties of a defaulted debtor whose works have been duly registered. Recovery is up to the due amount, and according to the registration order.

In OHADA, where the registration to the special registry has expired, the sale of pledged assets become null and void.

Another difficulty relates to the fact that the bundle of rights subsisting in copyright is not evidenced by a document. They exist by the mere fact of the creation of the work. In the South African Copyright Act, the term author refers to the person who first makes or creates the work. The copyright is automatically granted at the creation of the work without any registration or other formalities, except for cinematograph films and traditional works. In the absence of formalities registration, concrete evidence of the existence of copyright proposed as debt backup is absent. In addition, in the case of transfer, a mere consensus translated through an agreement is enough to realise the cession. This state of regulation weakens the reliability of copyright as a backup in secured transactions. Unscrupulous copyright owners could transfer the same right to several authors without the knowledge of the lender. This is aggravated by the fact that there is no notification of the assignment of rights to third parties.

b) Difficulties Related to the Personal Nature of Copyright

The associated perception risks of intangible assets have greatly hampered their utilisation in capital markets.

---
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Copyright, in particular, does present odd risks as a form of real security.

Firstly, due to the abstract nature of intangible assets as non-physical property, it is often difficult to determine the nature and effect of security over these assets. The possibility to apply the general principles found in property law to intangible property and to use these to determine its suitability in secured transactions have been subject to doubts. The reason is that while adopting the principle of securitisation of incorporeal rights, there has not been an adoption of legislation that fits this special regime. To fill the gap, judges revert to the principles of the pledge, which is not always suitable.

Secondly, in South Africa, for example, legislators have not amended the corresponding dispositions of securitisation in the law of insolvency. Consequently, uncertainty arises in the case of the debtor’s insolvency. If the right passes to the financial institution during the assignment of rights, the property remains in the debtor’s estate in case of insolvency. This is far from favouring the lender’s interests. In the absence of a lien over the assigned rights, the debtor can cede those rights at will to a third party.

Thirdly, the status of moral rights during the assignment of copyright is another element acting against the use of copyright as collateral in secured transactions. Beyond the economic rights related to the commercial exploitation of the work, copyright does have a clearly recognised proprietary basis tied to the author’s personality. It is well established at the international level under international copyright conventions that independently of the author’s economic rights, and even after the transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honour or reputation.

Under the South African Copyright Act, an author may not prevent or object to modifications that are absolutely necessary on technical grounds or for the purpose of commercial exploitation of the work. The above applies exclusively when the author has authorised the use of his work in a cinematograph film or a television broadcast or an author of a computer program or a work associated with a computer program. The right to claim authorship of the work and the right to object to any distortion of the work are distinctive features of the moral rights in copyright. They are purely personal, non-economic rights and belong to the creator of the copyright work. As such, moral rights do not create any rights of property and are incapable of cession.

How does the personal nature of moral rights hinder/promote the assignment of copyright as security in a loan transaction? Moral rights influence in a substantial manner the determination of copyright security during three important stages of the life of security:

1) prior to the grant when the debtor applies for the loan;
2) during the grant, when copyright management is needed; and
3) at the end of the loan period, in case of default payment and exploitation of the copyright work by a subsequent owner of the copyright.

---

156 Berne Convention for the Protection of 1971, Article 6bis. 
158 Example, the removal of the publisher’s name infringed its moral right as author of the Programme in the case Technical Information Systems v Marconi Gildenhyus JJ 1047 JOC (W) Witwatersrand Local Division, 16 March 2007.
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Non-recognition of the copyright owner’s moral rights during a copyright cession will amount to infringement. The breach of rights of the copyright owner could impair the exploitation of the work in case of work related to the reputation of the author, or his physical performance, in such a way that the mention of his name will deter cash flow in the exploitation of the work, and therefore cause a default payment. To prevent such disagreements harmful to his financial interests, the creditor can require a waiver of moral rights at the time of the cession. It is important for authors to protect their reputation and integrity in the course of any transfer of copyright as security. In South Africa, the Copyright Act has decided in favour of the author’s interests. The proposed amendment to the South African Copyright Act has settled for the non-transferability of moral rights.162

In the OHADA regional IP code, the author’s moral rights subsist even after the assignment of the work.163 Independently of his economic rights, which have passed to the assignor, the author of a piece of work maintains his moral rights including (i) to claim authorship of his work, (ii) to have his name affixed to copies of his work and, (iii) to oppose any distortion, mutilation or other modification of his work. Moral rights could stand as obstacles to the redeployment of works of art in case of transfer. This was confirmed by the French courts, usually referred to by OAPI States’ tribunaux. France Cour de Cassation has condemned in this sense a public officer who published the work of art transferred to him for violation of the artist’s moral right to publish his work.164

The author of an artistic work has the exclusive right to publish the work and determine the conditions under which the publication should be exercised.165 Pledge of the material embodiment of an artistic work by the owner to a third party does not necessarily imply the artist’s will to publish the work. The law emphasises the automatic acknowledgement of moral rights upon creation of the work.166 Not doing so would amount to infringement of the copyright owner’s right.167 In Gabon, an OHADA State, in the case of Madame Christine ROSSANO v Société SOVINGAB168, the court ruled that he who contributed to the creation of a work, and whose name has been omitted on the work, can file a lawsuit to have his name affixed on the work, and seek reparation for violation of his moral right to paternity. In the case of collective management of copyright, the transfer only operates for economic rights, but not moral rights, which remain with the author.169 In the case of copyright assignment, the assignee is responsible towards the assignor for the ways and manners the pledged copyright is exploited. He shall be held responsible when such exploitation infringes the assignor’s moral rights.170

Fourthly, based on the divisibility of copyright, it is possible to have different rights in the same work, with numerous right owners for the same work. Professor Cornish171 explains the numerous ways of exploitation of copyright works; taking a novel as an example, it includes volume rights, serial rights, translation rights, film rights, dramatization rights, electronic rights, etc. To levy fraud and malpractice related risks during the assignment, the creditor needs to ensure that the debtor is effectively the

---
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owner of the right offered as security. The Copyright Act carefully emphasises this point:

An assignment or testamentary disposition of copyright may be limited so as to apply to some only of the acts which the owner of the copyright has the exclusive right to control, or to a part only of the term of the copyright [...] 172

Another aspect is the unsatisfactory character of the physical nature of copyright for the purpose of hypothecation through a deed of security. IP rights are traditionally classified into two broad categories: Industrial property comprised of trade secrets, patents, trademarks, industrial designs, etc., and rights related to intellectual creation comprised of copyright and related rights. In terms of intellectual assets, the Trade Mark Act regulates the hypothecation of registered trademarks. 173

The text allows the hypothecation of a registered trademark. 174 The exigency of attachment should be met in order to confirm jurisdiction for the purposes of legal proceedings. 175

The abovementioned application could be served on the registered proprietor and any other person recorded in the register as having an interest in the trademark. However, no similar provisions have been made in the case of copyright, which is by nature a similar IP right of an intangible nature. Copyright as a right is not accompanied by a physical manifestation that can serve as authentication of its existence, such as in the case of a trademark, except for certain forms of copyright such as cinematographic films, which usually are subject to registration. 176

Karijiker 177 emphasises that by the mere fact of the similarity between the two:

[...] giving effect to a hypothecation or attachment of copyright can thus present practical problems, but this does not detract from the principle espoused.

This particular formalism pertaining to industrial property rights categories has been established in OHADA States. There are conventional rules of publicity recognised in OHADA and common to the pledge of business property on patent, trademark, service mark or trade name, designs and model, 178 including:

- registration in the Trade and Personal Property Rights Register,
- be in conformity with the rules of publicity prescribed for deeds transferring ownership of IP rights and the rules of this Uniform Act relating to the pledge of any equipment forming part of the business property. 179

A special register of trademarks 180 has been, for example, established in this vein in OHADA, as well as a recording of acts in the special register of patents. The regional Code of IP requires that:

the Administrative Council shall draw up regulations concerning the acts to be recorded in the Special Register of Patents, on pain of their not being enforceable against third parties. 181

Unlike other types of IP rights, which are registered and therefore used as the object of hypothecation by means of a deed of security, copyright given as collateral can easily be disposed of in the absence of registration backup. It could therefore be a rightful concern for financial institutions in terms of copyright reliability and certainty in security law.

172 The Copyright Act, 1978, s. 22(2).
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180 Bangui Agreement 1999, Article 29(4) Annex III.
181 Bangui Agreement 1999, Article 25(1) Annex I
B. LIMITATIONS RELATED TO THE USE OF COPYRIGHT AS A GUARANTEE IN SECURED TRANSACTIONS IN OHADA

The 2011 security reform in OHADA has brought substantial positive changes in the securitisation of IP assets. This has inevitably led to security efficiency in terms of creation, realisation, and enforcement. Nevertheless, some limitations subsist, and which prevent copyright owners from accessing financing institutions for funding purposes:

a) Lack of Registration of Security and Registration of Copyright

Registration of property stands as evidence in case of default. Its absence could negate the creditor’s right.

The second limitation relates to the very recognition of the copyright itself. According to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works regulating copyright, the enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to any formality. Copyright recognition is not subjected to any formalism, and protection is enjoyed ipso facto (by the mere fact of its creation).

Certain countries operate a register for copyrighted works, and the certificate issued in this context evidences the ownership of the right by the bearer of the certificate, as well as the existence of the copyrighted work.183

However, the absence of proof of the existence of security over the IP and the existence of the right itself creates uncertainty and insecurity in the secured transactions.

b) Difficulties Related to the Perfection of the Security

The \textit{intuitu personae} nature of certain IP rights as copyright operates as an obstacle to the perfection of security. The fact that the creditor is subrogated in the rights of the copyright owner can give rise to abuses and dysfunction in the management of rights.

c) Limits Relating to the Registration of Privileges

In credit practice, the registration of a creditor in the register indicated by the regulations in force allows the creditor to retain his priority as the guarantor. The question of registration of privileges in the perspective of collateral on copyright in the OHADA region raises three issues:

(i) the trade or IP register assigned to copyright;
(ii) the feasibility of pledge of future works as a backup of current loan applications;
(iii) Harmonisation of the pledge of IP rights and collective management.

i) Registration of the pledge of copyright

In terms of the OHADA Revised Security Act, the pledge of intangible movable property is part of movable security. As such, it is subject to publicity and is therefore subject to registration in the register of commerce and securities. Article 170 of the same Act provides that IP rights must, outside the Trade and Personal Property Rights Register, be satisfied with the publication affecting the ownership of IP rights.

The Bangui Agreement, which has not yet ruled on the organisation of security interests in the field of copyright, does not organise the formalities related to the registration of these securities either. Thus, it is the copyright law of the Member States which is

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
Our analysis shows the silence of copyright law in OAPI States with regard to the latter’s contribution as a credit guarantee.\textsuperscript{185} ii) Pledge of future works

In line with the regional IP Code applicable to OHADA Member States, the total assignment of future works is invalid.\textsuperscript{186} The same prohibition stands in member states such as Cameroon. Article 26 Law No. 2000/011 19 December 2000 of the Cameroonian law regulating copyright, the pledge of future works is null and void. Meanwhile, the pledge of copyright as security for future works is authorised by the regional security law. This antagonism between the security law and IP law in OHADA does not favour predictability and certainty in the local market. Pledge of future works as a loan backup is fundamental for the start-up of creative industries.

C. HARMONISATION OF THE PLEDGE OF IP RIGHTS AND COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT

One of the major developments in the field of administration of copyright in OHADA is the organisation of collective management of authors’ rights. In Cameroon, for example, organisations derive from their members the most extensive powers to exercise their economic rights, such as the rights of reproduction, representation, distribution, and resale.\textsuperscript{187} The situation is similar in other States such as Mali, Benin, and Burkina Faso.

Should we conclude from this that any contribution in the guarantee of a national copyright body should be registered in these management bodies?

It is the responsibility of national legislators in OHADA to fill this legal vacuum in the absence of an organised register for the registration of securities in the field of copyright, unlike branches of industrial property.\textsuperscript{188} In order to protect both the financier and the debtor, an extensive legal system of secured financing must be developed. The following section analyses copyright as collateral in securities lending transactions in Africa, taking as an example the practical financing developed by South Africa.

D. CESSION AS SECURITY: FORMALITIES REQUIREMENTS

In the context of the pledge without dispossession, delivery of the instrument validating the right by analogy to the pledge of corporeal movable property symbolises the cession.\textsuperscript{189} In the case of shares, another type of movable incorporeal property, the share certificate can be delivered as evidence of the cession.\textsuperscript{190} However, in the case of copyright, the law does not make the exigency of registration for the right to come into being.\textsuperscript{191} Such state of affairs negates the predictability of incorporeal as reliable security. This was supported by academic authors voicing against the feasibility of the pledge of incorporeal.\textsuperscript{192} Its theoretical unsoundness has been criticised, as well as the likelihood of the existence of real rights in intangible assets, dominium in a personal right,\textsuperscript{193} or the existence of a pledge in an asset incapable of being captured by the five senses.\textsuperscript{194} Nevertheless, and as above demonstrated, South African courts have opted for the legal recognition of security cession, despite its doctrinal problems.

\textsuperscript{186} Bangui Agreement of 1999, Article 3(1), Title 1.
\textsuperscript{187} Rights relating to the fields of IP, as provided for in the Annexes to this Agreement, shall be independent national rights subject to the legislation of each of the Member States in which they have effect.‘
\textsuperscript{188} Revised Uniform OHADA Act organising Securities, Article 50.
\textsuperscript{189} Bangui Agreement of 1999, Article 37 Annex VII.
\textsuperscript{188} Bangui Agreement of 1999, Article 34(1), Annex 1: “The acts referred to in the foregoing Article shall not be enforceable against third parties unless they are recorded in the Special Register of Patents kept by the Organisation. A record of such acts shall be kept by the Organisation.”
\textsuperscript{189} Van der Merwe (n 49) at 6.
\textsuperscript{190} Botla v Fick [1995] (2) SA 750 (A).
\textsuperscript{191} Du Bois F (n 94).
\textsuperscript{192} Botha & van wyk kontrakte reg 417-422, cited by Contracts, 497.
\textsuperscript{194} Van der Merwe Contract: General Principles, 497.
The practice of imposing a duty to re-cede the copyright upon payment of the debt is a welcome initiative favouring the interests of copyright owners in financing transactions. It was purposely said by Wessels JA that:

The only manner in which a right of action (either secured or unsecured) can be furnished as security for a debt is by way of cession, i.e., by a transaction which in our law results in the cedent being divested of his rights and those rights vesting in the cessionary. Where the cession is said to be made as security for a debt, it does not, in my opinion, signify that the cedent in fact retains any right in the subject matter of the cession; his continued interest therein flows from the agreement, either express or implied, with the cessionary that the right of action will be ceded back to him upon the discharge of his debt.195

4. CONCLUSIONS

Copyright: Fugitive or Secured Asset? The purpose of this discussion has been to illustrate the related concerns in taking copyright as security in secured transactions in Africa as a foyer of creative industries. The analysis has taken into account two specific jurisdictions in Africa: OHADA Member States and South Africa. Many financing transactions, such as loans or securitisations, involve businesses focused on or have some substantial IP rights.196 Collateral security is an important feature of credit contracts and is used to provide security for a lender’s loan.197 Nevertheless, when the collateral is a copyright work, several questions arise about the IP security interest process. The weakness of the copyright asset in secured transactions is evident in Africa based on its immateriality and the incertitude and unpredictability surrounding its securitisation, but also based on the history of legal traditions – Roman-Dutch and Napoleonic Civil Code – influencing the security law applicable in these regions. Using copyright as collateral in secured transactions might mean a bank loan in return for a share of any IP profits or with the lender holding the copyright as security for repayment.198

South Africa has made use of security cessions for pragmatic reasons to solve problems related to the use of incorporeal properties as securities. OHADA lawmakers on another side have departed from the Napoleonic possessory ownership to embrace a full recognition of intangible assets as property. In both cases, legislators have to step in and remedy legal inadequacies to enable economic growth through funding. It is this paper’s position that this is standardly capable of enabling development and an illustrative example for other African nations without a supportive economic system of security over intangibles. The common law dynamic is to encourage, with its pragmatic and dimensional way of seeing things, instead of committing itself to supposed universals, seeks to develop piecemeal solutions in response to distinct types of disputes and problems.199

Many owners of intangible assets in Africa, such as artists, musicians, painters, book writers, do not own movable property capable of delivery as security. They rely on rights granted over works, including paintings, musical compositions, crafts, movies, and qualified as copyright under law. Monetising them is of the essence. Unleashing their economic value requires an adequate legal framework to embrace knowledge-based economies.

195 Lief N o v Dettmann op cit, 271.
197 Sena V, Credit and Collateral (1st edn, Routledge 2007).
5. **RECOMMENDATIONS**

In today’s knowledge-based economy, intangibles have become more and more important in business. The relevance of intangibles in the financing sector as securitizable assets should be supported by appropriate legislative framework. The conditions set under security laws of developing countries should enable the rise of knowledge-based economies countries. This will involve risk management through a more practical financing system. South Africa’s system of lending transactions in the case of copyright is an example susceptible to inspire other African nations, as well as OHADA law reform to set an adequate legal framework. The dominance of creative industries makes copyright an important tool for credit bargain. Just as physical assets were used to finance the creation of more physical assets during the industrial age, intangible assets should be used to finance the creation of more intangible assets in the information age.

The following recommendations can be made for the betterment of securitisation of Copyright in Africa:

1. **Granting security over future-owned copyright assets to uplift the economy in African nations.** This would imply broadening the scope of copyrightable works in the regional IP code in OHADA.

2. **The legal obligations arising out of copyright securitisation are erga omnes, i.e., enforceable against all; henceforth, the need of ample transparency ascertaining the existence of the right Registration for example ensures third parties of the successful constitution of the limited real right, and therefore its enforcement.** Registration of works has been restricted till now to cinematographic works. Holders of copyright in cinematographic films in South Africa must apply for registration to the Registrar of Copyright, while any contract transferring copyright over cinematographic films shall be recorded. Recordation serves as advertising and protection of the interests of the IP rights, together with any other parties recorded as having an interest in the IP right. Additionally, it enables enforceability vis-à-vis third parties, which is important for financial institutions in need of predictability and security in credit-related transactions. It is important for the financier risking his money in a loan transaction to notify the rest of the world of his interest in the copyright object of security.

3. **Harmonise the scope of IP rights in African legislations with the scope of security laws.** Contradictions between both documents should be levelled by lawmakers.
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